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Abstract

The ELMO Bumpy Torus-Scale (EBT-S) experiment consists of 24 simple
magnetic mirrors joined end-to-end to form a torus of closed magnetic field lines. In
this paper, we first describe an 80^ efficient mixed-mode unpolarized heating
system which couples 28-GHz microwave power to the midplane of the 24 EBT-S
cavities. The system consists of two radiused bends feeding a quasi-optical mixed-
mode toroidal distribution manifold. Balancing power to the 24 cavities is deter-
mined by detailed computer ray tracing. A second 28-GHz electron cyclotron
heating (ECH system using a polarized grid high field launcher is described. The
launcher penetrates the fundamental ECH resonant surface without a vacuum
window with no observable breakdown up to 1 kW/cm2 (source limited) with 24 kW
delivered to the plasma. This system uses the same mixed-mode output as the first
system but polarizes the launched power by using a grid of WR 42 apertures. The
efficiency of this system is 32^. but can be improved by feeding multiple launchers
from a separate distribution manifold.

*Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, U. S. Department of Energy,
under contract W-7405-eng-26 with the Union Carbide Corporation.
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L Midplane Launch System

Introduction
The ELMO Bumpy TorusScaie (EBT-S) fusion experiment /I/consists of 24

simple magnetic mirrors joined end-to-end to form a torus of closed magnetic field
li^es. A plasma is created, stabilized, and heated by the application of 28-GHz,
200-kW cw ECH power from commercially available gyrotron oscillators '2'. The
availability of these tubes was the direct resultof an intensive gyrotron devel-
opment program in private industry 3 initiated by the EBT program to address
the need for higher frequency, high power sources essential to demonstrate scaling
< if the fusion relevant toroidal plasma in EBT-I 4.-. The end result of this devel-
opment effort was the delivery of reliable 200-kW cw axisymmetric gyrotron
oscillators with good efficiency (<50ri)and with somewhat relaxed constraints on
mode purity (primarily TE"(1,,. with some TE"()] and TE"n;J modes). In parallel with
the 28-GHz gyrotron development program, a component development effort was
undertaken by the EBT program to provide the necessary high power oversized
waveguide components to transmit and distribute the ECH power to the 24 plasma
cavities of the EBT-S device 5 .

Design Criteria
EBT-S is a steady-state experiment requiring high power, cw ECH, and.

accordingly, great emphasis was given to ECH system reliability. Due to the
nature of the magnetic geometry, the plasma must be heated in 24 separate
sections or "cavities." and the easiest physical access to these cavities is on the
midplane between magnet coils, where u> u)to at the microwave feed. Also,
because single-pass absorption is relatively weak, microwave rays experience
many wall reflections, which relaxes requirements on the polarization and
directivity of the midplane launch ,6'. In addition, the microwave system must
produce low reflected power to ensure smooth, reliable operation of the gyrotron
oscillators.

System Description
The mixed-mode polarized ECH system can be broken into transmission and

distribution subsystems, as shown in Fig. 1. The transmission system consists of a
VGA-8000 axisymmetric gyrotron oscillator, arc detectors, spurious mode
absorbers, two 90°, 40.6-cm radius bends, a waveguide run to a vacuum window,
bellows, and a power splitter feeding the distribution system. The gyrotron output
waveguide is 6.35 ± 0.005 cm I.D. high conductivity copper, and this diameter is
maintained throughout the transmission system to preclude any reflections from
down tapering. The wall thickness is 4.76 mm and is determined by the waveguide



flange design as well as by mechanical strength and cooling considerations. The
waveguide is pressurized at 1 psig of dry nitrogen to prevent the entry of foreign
matter and moisture into the system. The entire system is water cooled to protect
components from excessive temperature increases characteristic of high average
power operation, personnel safety considerations, and the need to use system
calorimetry 111 to measure gyrotron output power as well as transmission losses.
The input power to the microwave/vacuum mainfold is split into roughly equal
parts and scattered toroidally in opposite directions by a "Y"-splitter, shown in
Fig. 2. The "Y"-splitter is a three-port mixed-mode junction formed by joining two
identical 90° curved bends with one end of each bend facing in opposite directions
and the other two ends joined together to form a common input. The dimensions of
the manifold are much much greater than a wavelength and can therefore contain a
very large number of possible modes, which are intentionally excited by irregular
shapes in the manifold such as cavity and vacuum pump feeds. Ateach irisan
amount of power roughly equal to 1 24th of the power delivered to the entire device
is coupled out. This is pc^omplished by tapering up the iris areas going away from
the manifold input in a symmetrical fashion using a Monte Carlo ray tracing
code'8. to simulate microwave transport in oversized, quasi-optical geometries. An
optimum coupling distribution was computed that gave a maximum total coupling
area with a balanced distribution of power and reduced the manifold losses from
lOCr to ATc.

System Performance

The gyrotron output power is measured calorimetrically by obtaining a flow
and a tempe. ature rise between the supply and return on all gyrotron cooling
circuits, which directly yields the power dissipated in the gyrotron. These heat
losses are subtracted from the total electrical input power of the gyrotron electron
beam (heater and mod anode power are negligible by comparison) to yield the
microwave power propagating out of the gyrotron given by

Pg = V B IB - c(FcATc + FbATb + Fcs^Tcs) - c1 FWATW, (1)

where Pg = gyrotron output power in kW. VH = beam voltage in kV. IB = beam
current in A, c = 0.0696 kW'L/'min - °C for HgO. C = 0.307 kW-L/min - °C for FC-
75, F = coolant flow in L/min. AT = temperature difference beween inlet and outlet
coolant in ;C. and the subscripts c, b. cs, and w refer to the gyrotron collector, body,
collector seal, and window cooling circuits, respectively. The agreement between
the gyrotron output power given by Eq. (1) and the power delivered to a dummy
load plus transmission system losses is typically within ± 2 kW. The power to the



EBT-S plasma is inferred by monitoring calorimetrically each transmission and
distribution component and subtracting the sum from the gyrotron power, given by

where P p = net power delivered to the plasma in kW and PL ; = '-th waveguide
component loss in kW. This calorimetric power measurement technique is not
dependent on mode content as long as all internal waveguide surfaces are properly
cooled and instrumented. The bar graph in Fig. 3 compares the power absorbed in
each component relative to gyrotron output power by comparing plasma operation
and operation into a matched load. The numbers are an average of data points
taken over a wide range of gyrotnm operating conditions: however, they do not vary
appreciably with gyrotron power or frequency. The system efficiency, as measured
by power delivered to the plasma divided by gyrotron power, is ^80^. This
compares with ~95rr efficiency when the barrier window and manifold are replaced
with a matched water load. The increased power absorbed in the waveguide and
mode absorbers during plasma operation is due to reflections from the barrier
window and manifold. In order to determine the mixed-mode reflection coefficient
of the barrier window and manifold, a simple model based on first-pass incident
power and single-pass reflected power using hot test data on system losses was
developed. The window reflection coefficient was measured by operating into a
matched load with and without an intervening window and was found to be only
1.79c. Considering that radius bends are known to produce degenerate TM"In

modes for incident TE"on modes 9'. this result is not surprising. In a similar
manner, the manifold reflection coefficient, allowing for window reflections, was
determined to be 6.0^ using the data on Fig. 3. At present, the system efficiency is
limited by reflections from the window and manifold. By eliminating the barrier
window and by carefully redesigning the manifold to minimize reflections from
vacuum pump and cavity feeds, we estimate that the system efficiency can reach
90^. The total energy delivered to date by the 28-GHz ECH system is a world
record 100.000 k\Vh with over 1000 operating hours.

II. High Field Launch System
Introduction

Theoretical calculations by Batchelor et al. -10' have indicated that itmay be
possible to obtain substantially improved EBT-S plasma parameters if X-mode
microwave energy is launched from the high field side and is directed primarily at
the core plasma ECH resonance. A set of initial experiments 'Undesigned to
demonstrate the technological feasibility of vacuum ECH launchers penetrating
the fundamental resonance showed that a mixed- mode launcher coupled 6 kW (0.4



kW'cm2) at 28 GHz and a TE^10 mode launcher coupled 1.25 kW (1 kW/cm2) at
18 GHz. Both power levels were source limited.

Design Criteria
The most difficult problem in high field launching on EBT-S is the limited

access to the throat region (shown in Fig. 4). which is restricted by the coil throat,
core plasma, a hot electron ring, and available port area on the EBT-S cavities. To
compensate for these difficulties, only 20 kW of X-mode launched power in a single
cavity at 28 GHz was identified as sufficient to demonstrate physics proof-of-
principle. The launcher would be windowiess with no pressurization of the funda-
mental ECU resonance because of the added time and complexity required to
develop a specialized window, and because initial experiments demonstrated the
feasibility of the windowless approach. Feeding the launcher with power from the
existing mixed-mode system was identified as the quickest, simplest approach to
implementing the high field launching experiment in the limited time available. It
was also recognized that a simple grid is capable of polarizing an arbitrary mix of
modes and that roughly half the power would be reflected back toward the
gvrotron. In addition, to fully utilize the available space in the coil throat, a 2.54 x
8.89-cm rectangular waveguide was required which necessitated a transition from
the 6.35-cm-I.D. waveguide.

System Description
The reflections from the transition'grid combination would have to be

absorbed to protect the gyrotron by using a 30.5-cm-long T\0>2 mode absorber along
with commercial mode absorbers in a the seven-bend transmission system similar
to the two-bend transmission system shown in Fig. 1. The launcher and transition
are shown in Fig. 5. The launcher itself has three E-plane bends: the first bend
keeps the launcher close to the cavity walls to avoid the hot electron ring, the
second bend penetrates the fundamental resonance for access to the coil throat, and
the last bend produces, along with the grid, the desired directivity. The grid is a 3 x
15 array of WR42 waveguide apertures 3.2-mm thick. The apertures were chosen
to be as large as possible to maximize power handling while giving at least 13-dB
rejection for the 0-mode polarization. A rectangular array was favored over long
slots to provide adequate heat transfer to the water-cooled edge of the grid and to
minimize warping due to temperature gradients. To preclude heating the funda-
mental cold plasma resonance near the launcher, a triangular copper limiter was
brazed onto the launcher on the low field side of the grid to physically fill the cold
plasma resonance. A second copper limiter was placed on the high field side of the
grid to improve directivity by backscattering power that would normally



radiate into the adjacent cavity. Both limiters had separate water-cooling circuits
that additionally cooled the opposite broad walls of the launcher.

System Performance
The cold test technique used to optimize the geometry of the last curved bend,

the grid, and the copper iimiters was to excite the transition/launcher configuration
with an untuned cavity ,'12/ source. This technique was employed because we
expect that the complex mode pattern arising from the seven-bend transmission
system would be adequately modeled by an untuned cavity. The mode pattern
within the cavity is continually perturbed by using a high speed fan to scramble the
mode pattern and by employing frequency modulation. The instantaneous signal
from a crystal detector probing the antenna pattern of the launcher appears as
rectified white noise which is low pass filtered to yield a D.C. value which repre-
sents the average pattern one would expect to measure for the actual hot test
configuration. The pattern measurements are shown in Fig. 6. In high power
operation, the net power delivered to the plasma by the high field launcher was as
high as 24 kW, determined calorimetrically by Eq. (2). This transmitted power
averages to 1 kW/cm-over the active area of the grid. Analyzing the losses of the
transmission system, we find that approximately 32*7c of the gyrotron output power
was delivered to the plasma with no anomalous heating of the launcher due to
waveguide breakdown. The overall transmission efficiency of the high field launch
ECH system can be greatly improved by using multiple launchers fed by a separate
microwave distribution manifold similar to the midplane launch ECH system
where we would anticipate similar efficiencies.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. The EBT-S 28-GHz, 200-kW, cw, midplane launch ECH system.

Fig. 2. The quasi-optical mixed-mode microwave distribution manifold.

Fig. 3. The midplane launch ECH system performance into a matched load and
into the EBT-S plasma.

Fig. 4. The 28-GHz high field launcher orientation in cavity S-3.

Fig. 5. The EBT-S high field launcher showing the grid, limiters, and transition.

Fig. H. The cold test antenna pattern for the X-mode launcher.
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EBT-S 28-GHz MICROWAVE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
INTO A MATCHED LOAD AND INTO THE
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